We investigate the predictable processes as a strong limit of a sequence of simple processes and their stochastic integrals as L 2 -limit of stochastic integrals of a sequence of simple processes. In the second case new class of predictable processes is defined and characterized, the mutual relations between the von Neumann algebras generated by the various classes of predictable processes are examined.
Introduction
Predictable processes have been constructed in [4] by taking random times as a departure point. Their stochastic integrals have been developed in [4, 9, 10] which has the property that stochastic integral, with fixed the integrand and varying the integrator, is a bounded linear operator acting on the Hilbert space of the integrator. The viewpoint for this paper can be stated, briefly, as follows: a predictable process is a strong limit of a sequence of ^-simple processes in S (where <S is the class of .4-simple processes that finishing at infininty). In support of this view we obtained that the von Neumann algebras generated by the classes (£, V and U) of predictable processes are coincide with S". The contents of the paper is as follows. In section 1, we introduce the basic terminology and describe the setup we shall be working in. Section 2 contains a brief review of random times and the associated time projections. Section 3 is devoted to various aspects of predictable processes. In particular, showing that the predictable process is a strong limit of a sequence in S (see Proposition 3.5 and Proposition 3.6). New wider class W of predictable processes (weak predictable process) is defined and characterized (see Theorem 3.10), it turns out that W is a von Neumann algebra which coincides with the von Neumann algebras £", V" and U"(see Proposition 3.14 and Corollary 3.15). Finally, in Section 4, we show that stochastic integral of predictable processes is L 2 -limit of stochastic integrals of a sequence of simple processes in S (see Proposition 4.3). Also we discuss the problem concerning the lattice morphism of time projections that posed in [1, 3, 4] and we give a partial answer to it, see Remark 4.5 and Corollary 4.7.
Preliminaries and notation
A noncommutative stochastic base which we shall be working is consist of the following elements: a von Neumann algebra A acting on a Hilbert space 
Random times and time projections
We recall the definition and elementary properties of a random time and its associated time projection. For more details the reader is referred to [ In view of these properties and the fact that 0 is a directed set with the order of inclusion we note that {M T (e) : 6 G ©} becomes a decreasing net of orthogonal projections. Hence there exists a unique orthogonal projection
in the strong operator topology as 9 refines. We shall call M r the time projection for the random time r ([2, Definition 2.4]). Let r, a be random times. For 6,rj E Q we have
The complete proofs of these relations can be found in [3, 4] . Up to now, it is not clear whether the corresponding result for suprema, 
Weak predictable processes
This section is devoted to various aspects of predictable processes. Firstly, we want to show that each predictable process is a strong limit of a sequence of .4-simple processes finishing at infinty. The second aim is to define and characterize a wider class of predictable processes which we shall call weak predictable and examine the mutual relations between the various classes of predictable processes. Our departure point is the fact, see the proof of [7, Lemma 2.3] and the Remark after [3, Proposition 2.3], which states that each random time is a strong pointwise limit of a sequence of simple random times.
We ensure that the predictable processes are discussed within standard form algebra A and the restriction to finite algebras is unnecessary for the most results in this section. Let us recall the following definitions from [4, 8] . 1. Let a = (Ft) and r = (E t ) be random times with a < r. The stochastic interval (a, r] is a process defined as The class of all bounded predictable processes is denoted by V.
Note first of all that every predictable process take the value 0 at t = +oo. In [9] an important class of predictable processes has been introduced which called uniformly predictable processes and defined as follows: DEFINITION 3.2. A process / is called uniformly predictable if it is the uniform limit of a sequence of simple predictable processes. The class of all uniformly predictable processes is denoted by U.
Thus / is uniformly predictable if there exists a sequence, f n = of simple predictable processes and lim sup||/ t (n) -/ t || oo = 0. n-» oo t Let us recall that a simple .4-valued process / has the form n i= 1 where z fo , z tl ,..., z tn € A and 0 = io < h < • • • < t n = oo. By S we denote the class of all ^4-valued simple processes that finishing at +oo. Since each process in S is uniformly approximated by a sequence of simple predictable processes, for proof and more details see Proposition 4.6 of [4] , we conclude that S CU CV. From the proof of Proposition 3.5 we conclude that the sequence fn = (ft™*) satisfies supsupH/^Hoo < +00, n t and according to Lemma 3.4 (2) we obtain that fn -> / strongly in A, so / 6 S". The next result extends the above proposition from the elementary predictable processes to the simple predictable processes. for n = 1,2,..., in S such that /t ->n ft , gt ->n 9t strongly for t € [0,+oo] (Proposition 3.5). Since sup sup ||/f (n) ||oo < +00, sup sup Halloo < +OO, 
Proof. We first show that S" = £". Let / G £. Then there is a sequence (/ n ) in S converging strongly pointwise to / (Proposition 3.6) such that supsupll/^lloo < +oo. n t Prom Lemma 3.4(2), we obtain that ( fn) converges to / in the strong operator topology on A. Thus / G <S", which proves the inclusion £" C S". We know from the proof of [4, Proposition 4.6] , that each simple process finishing at infinity can be approximated uniformly by a sequence of simple predictable processes and hence approximated strongly on A. Which means that S C £", showing the inclusion S" C £"• So S" = £". Now we show the equality £" = V ". Clearly £ C V and hence £" C V ". For f eV we have a sequence (/ n ) in £ converges in operator norm pointwise to / and satisfy SUpSUpH/jf^lloo < +00.
Consequently, (/ n ) converges strongly pointwise to / and according to Lemma 3.4(2) (f n ) converges strongly on Thus / G £", which imply that V" C £", so £" = V ". Finally, we shall show that V" = U". Its clear that U C V and U" C V" = £" = S". But from the proof of [4, Proposition 4.6] we get that S C U and hence Now we are in a position to define and charactarize a new class of predictable processes which we shall call Weak predictable processes. DEFINITION 3.9 . A process / = (ft) is called a weak predictable if there is a sequence, f n = of simple predictable processes, converging pointwise strongly to / and which satisfy SUpSUp||/ t (n) ||oo < +00.
n t
We denote the set of weak predictable processes by W. Now, its clear that <5 C U C V C W. The next results give us an idea of the kinds of processes which lie in W. 
., in S for which
sup sup ll/^IU < +00.
Then f is a weak predictable process.
Proof. Let / be a strong limit of sequence (f n ) in S. For each n € N, f n can be approximated uniformly by a sequence of simple predictable processes (see the proof of [4, Proposition 4.6]). Now choose g n = (g^), simple predictable processes, such that \\g n -f n \\ < K Then sup sup II^IU < +00, n t and for t G [0, +00] and £ G TL we have
This means that / = (f t ) is a weak predictable process.
•
COROLLARY 3.11. Let r = (E t ) and a = (Ft) be any two random times. Then the processes f -(Et~) and g = (E t -F t ) lie in W.
Proof. Let r n = (E^) and a n = (F^) be two sequences of simple randam times converge strongly pointwise to r and a respectively. We define f n = and g n = (E^ -F^), for n = 1,2,..., as two sequences in S which converge pointwise strongly to / and g, respectively, for which sup sup || / t (n) ||oo < +OO, sup sup Halloo < +OO, n t n t and the result follows from Theorem 3.10.
• Prom this Corollary we can also conclude that each elementary predictable process is weak predictable process. Moreover, we have the following result which can be be consider as the converse of Theorem 3.10. The proof follows from the definition of weak predictable process and Proposition 3.6.
• For any set of processes K by K,* we denote the set of processes adjoint to these from JC. Proof. From the continuity of the strong operator topology on bounded parts of A we get that W is an algebra. To show that W is involutive (i.e W = W*) note that all elements of W* are of the form /* for / £ W. Since / € W, there is a sequence f n = () of simple predictable processes converges strongly to / and satisfy SupSUp || /^lloo < +00.
n t
Its clear that the adjoint of each simple predictable process is again simple predictable process. For each t 6 [0,+oo], we have a sequence /¿"^ -> n f t strongly and sup n || f^Woo < +oo (uniformly bounded). It follows that fi n) * ~>n ft* weakly and sup" ||/f r ||oo < Thus f^ f^ ft ft weakly and easily that \ -ft\ 2 converges to 0 weakly. We know that on bounded sets the weak operator topology and the <7-weak operator topology coincide. The trace, ip, is finite (bounded), normal function and bounded normal functions are cr-weakly continuous, so (p is weakly continuous on bounded set in A. n t (i.e. f n is uniformly bounded). According to Lemma 3.4 (2), we get that fn > n f in the strong operator topology on A. This means that / <E £"and hence W C S". For the converse, let / 6 £". There is a net fa = in £ such that fa -/ in the strong operator topology on A then by uniform boundedness sup II/¿II < +oo. In what follows we formulate our result in the 'left' versions, their 'right' counterparts are formulated in an obvious manner and have virtually the same proofs as the left ones. Let us start with the following. -n' where f nand g n = for n = 1,2,..., are sequences in S such that f n -• / and g n -> g pointwise in the strong operator topology. The sequence f n g n = (ft^9t^) is again in S and converges strongly to fg. By the antirepresentation of the map / -> Lf ([9, Theorem 2. Using this result, we see that the stochastic integral of any simple predictable process, finite linear combination of finite products of elementary predictable processes, is a limit of stochastic integrals of ,4-processes in S. m
